Abstract
Introduction
The current upsurge in debate over the place of Islamic symbols and practices in Australia, through the letters pages of major newspapers and from commentators (see, for example, Bone 2004), demonstrates the growing importance of Islam as a theme in the political imaginary. In a new age of fear about terrorism, and specifically 'Muslim' terrorism, a global discourse of suspicion about Islam is emerging. Diverse interests and distinctive forms interlock here, and our understandings of the implications of the transnational trend can benefit from an awareness of local inflections, which overlap to provide a global impetus. This paper considers the distinctive rationale of the discourse in France, which has recently attracted international attention and comment. It analyses the debate over the wearing of the hijab 1 in French government schools as an instance of conflict Texts were selected to allow a comparison of representations from the 'serious' mainstream and centre-left press (occupying a dominant position within the media and political establishment, and heavily invested in the debate) with the personal views of readers.
3 The more anonymous and unregulated Nouvel Observateur web forum was formed in a distinctive but dependent discursive domain; it contains responses to the dominant media framing by a self-selected group of readers.
In seeking the material effects of discourse and the wider dynamics of social power that discourse constitutes and is constituted by, it is important to acknowledge that 'the politics of discourse is often overdetermined by the power relationships which exist beyond the moment and the specific locality' (Kenway 1995, p. 44). The relationships under examination here are those tying the material conditions of the objects of an authoritative discourse (Muslim migrants) to the emergence and claims to legitimacy of that discourse (French republicanism). The current undertaking adopts Bourdieu's understanding of the relationship between representations and the distribution of a social field as both the product and the stake of a permanent struggle between those, who, because of a position they occupy within the distributions, have
